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ABSTRACT 

We show that; contrary to present practice and belief, double-particle- 

exchange (DPE) contributions to hadronic scattering amplitudes are not negligible. 

We introduce a hierarchy of exchange mechanisms: (i) Pomeron; (ii) single pole 

exchange (including pole-Pomeron cuts); (iii) DPE; etc. The relative strength of 

any pair of consecutive terms in this hierarchy of amplitudes is of order 77 = no” -4 

where vow 0.6 BeV#. At Y = 5 BeV, DPE amplitudes may contribute to 25%- 50% 

of the cross section for inelastic processes, and should not be ignored. 

Phenomenological studies of hadronic reactions at intermediate and high 

energies usually assume that the singIe particle exchange mechanism1 is dominant 

at these energies. The absence of important “exoticf? exchanges is usually con- 

sidered as evidence for the smallness of the contributions of double particle 

exchange (or the Regge cuts generated by the exchange of two “ordinary” Regge 

poles). A typical parametrization of a hadronic amplitude at an energy of a few 

BeV’s normally involves a few single-pole terms and perhaps a cut generated by 

the Pomeron and an “ordinary’t pole (or some equivalent term such as an absorption. 

correction). Double particle exchange is almost always ignored, eveneat 3 or 4 BeV. 

* Supported in part by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

t On leave of absence from the Weizmann Institute, Rehovot, ISRAEL. 
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In this paper we argue that this practice is unjustified and that there is strong 

evidence for the importance of double-particle-exchange (DPE) at energies of a few 

BeV. Several clues indicate that the ratio between a DPE amplitude and a single- 

‘particle exchange1 amplitude at any given energy is roughly the same as the ratio 

between the single particle exchange term and the Pomeron exchange amplitude at 

the same energy. This ratio is typically2 0.2 - 0.3 at pL- 5 BeV. We may intro- 

duce a hierarchy of contributions for a given energy, with’the Pomeron exchange 

amplitude as the leading term, followed by single-particle-exchange’, double- 

particle-exchange, etc. The ratio r] between the strengths of any two consecutive 

terms in this hierarchy is roughly given by2 ‘77 - qov-- 3. where v is the laboratory - 
energy and q. - 0.6 BeV& . 

We have at least three reasons to believe, apriori, that DPE amplitudes are 

important. 

(i) It has become clear that Regge models are totally inadequate for des- 

cribing many aspects of hadron reactions. There is an overwhelming amount of 

evidence3 that absorption corrections or pole-Pomeron cut contributions1 are 

necessary and that these, in general, are of the same order of magnitude as the pole 

contributions. Suppose now that.in a given process (say pp or Kp elastic scattering) 

the w- exchange term and the w c9P cut are comparable. How important would the 

W@W cut be? Any simple model would immediately predict that the relative 

strength of the w@o cut and the o@P cut is similar to the relative strength of-the 

w-pole and the Pomeron. Hence, in the same way that, in general, w-exchange is 

not negligible with respect to the Pomeron, the DPE contribution (O&I cut) should ’ 

not be negligible with respect to the single particle exchange term (w-pole and 

W’qbP cut). 

(ii) The strongest argument against ‘important DPE terms is the absence of 

exotic exchanges. However, in at least half-a-dozen cases exotic exchanges have 

been observed* with cross-sections between 1% and 5% of the corresponding non-exotic 



ones at a few BeV’s. The exotic amplitudes are, therefore, 10%-200/o of the non- 

exotic ones. This could give substantial effects through exotic-nonexotic interference. 

However, a 11 typical” DPE term is actually expected to be even larger than the exotic 

exchanges. For instance - in pp reactions the amplitude of the p QDp cut is prob- 

ably an order of magnitude weaker than that of the waw cut and in strangeness 

exchange reactions the K*Qbw or K*QDf” cuts are probably stronger than the K*QPp 

or K*@A2 cuts. This follows from the stronger coupling of w and f” to NR, as 

compared with the p or A2 couplings to the nucleon. As a result, nonexotic DPE 

terms should be in many cases substantially stronger than the corresponding exotic 

exchanges. 

(iii) B we compare the cross sections for pairs of reactions such as RN-+-A 

and NN-NA or EN--&J and KN-KA at 2-3 BeV, we find that the antiparticle 

cross section is always much smaller than the particle cross section. The usual 

explanation is that because of the larger total cross section for the antiparticle 

channel, there is much more absorption in an inelastic antiparticle reaction than in 

the corresponding particle reaction. This is presumably the main reason for the 

large difference between e.g. (T(&?~%A) and o(NN --A). This difference is there- - 

fore dominated by the difference between the two absorption corrections. The full 

absorption correction in RN -RA or NN- NA may be dominated by a pole-Pomeron 

cut, but the difference between the absorption in .the %N and NN channels has 

nothing to do with the Pomeron. It must come from a DPE term5 and it is certainly 

not negIigibIe. 

With these arguments in mind let us now postulate the following hierarchy of ’ 

contributions to hadronic two-body scattering amplitudes: 

(a) The leading term is the Pomeron exchange amplitude P. It is predominantly 

imaginary, has I = S = 0, C = +1 in the t-channel, approximately conserves the s- 

channel helicity, and grows Iike Y at t N 0. 

. 
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(b) The second ranking term is the single-particle-exchange amplitude R, 

including a single t-channel pole as well as the pole-Pomeron cut.* Assuming that 

all poles are non-exotic, the amplitude R contributes only when the t-channel 

quantum numbers are nonexotic (since the pole-Pomeron cut is also nonexotic). 

We define the parameter 7 = R/P. Since the leading non-Pomeron pole and cut 

amplitudes grow like v 8 we expect q = qov -Q , where q. is energy independent. 

(c) The third term is the DPE amplitude denoted by R@R. It can be non- 

exotic or exotic (but not too exotic; two mesons have I c 2, etc. ). We claim that 

the ratio (R@R)/R is also approximately given by Q. The leading DPE cut has 

e!(O) - 0. Hence - (R@R)/R Q: v-+ . 

(d) Additional terms such as triple particle exchange RQDR&R, etc., exist; 

they are weaker than the DPE amplitude by another factor of Q and fall faster with 

energy. 

All differential cross-sections, polarizations, density matrix elements, etc. 

are bilinear forms in the amplitude. The hierarchy of contributions to such quan- 

tities will obviously be: (i) P-P; (ii) PO R (order r]); (iii) R-R and P*(R@R) (order 

q2); (iv) Rm(RQDR) and Pe(RC9Rk9R) (order q3); (v) (R@R)*(RBR), R*(RCiDRQDR) 

and P*(R@RQDR@R) (order q4). The sequence continues, of course, but only the 

first five terms can actually be isolated in various situations. 

We shall now discuss examples of processes in which we can isolate, with 

some confidence, contributions of different orders in 7. We show that similar. 

71 -values are obtained when we compare terms of different order in our hierarchy j 

of amplitudes. . 

(1) R and P. A total cross-section is the only measurable quantity which 4 

actually represents an amplitude (via the optical theorem). At v = 5 GeV, the 

values,of R/P are: n - 0 (for K+p, pp); n - 0.4 (for K-p); r] - 0.6 (for 6~); B N 0.3 

(for **p, y p). An ‘1 average” of 77 - 0.3 gives2 3 =qv 3 - 0.7. 
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(2) RBR and P. The only way to isolate an RQPR term in the presence of 

Pomeron exchange is to consider cases in which the R-amplitude is absent because 

of some selection rule. This seems to happen in the K+p and pp total cross- 

sections where the exchange degenerate vector meson exchange (v) and tensor 

meson exchange (T) cancel each other. The V@V and TQPT cut contributions 

should be predominantly real but the VQDT cut contributes an imaginary amplitude 

leading to a positive term in r~~~(K’p) and atot( This term should have Q! N 0. 

It is well known that otot(pp) has a small positive non-Pomeron part. This con- 

tribution actually falls like -’ v (rather than the usual v-‘) corresponding to CY 0 

(see figure 1). For v L 4, cr &pp) N 38 + 15/v (a in mb, v in BeV). If we assume _ 

that the entire non-Pomeron part is, in this case, an R&R term we find2 702 = 

15/38; jo- 0.6. The K+p data are not sufficiently accurate for such an analysis, 

but if there is an R x R term there, it seems to correspond to qo’ 0.3. Most other 

total cross-set tions, particulariy cT tot@p), require CYZS 0 terms in addition to the 

a-Q contribution but their magnitudes cannot be easily determined. 

(3) P-R and Pep. Elastic angular distributions are the obvious place for 

estimating the relative importance of PR and POP terms. Differences between, e. g. 

g (K+p - K+p) and g (K-p - K-p) are dominated by the P*R term. The obtained 

?l -values are obviously similar to those obtained from the total cross-sections. It 

- is important to remember that structures (such as the 1 t 1 N 0.6 dips in elastic 

np, K-p and pp scattering) which are due to the PeR term7 disappear at high energies 

while those due to the POP term (such as the 1 t 1 H 1.2 dip in elastic pp scattering) 

do not. The energy dependence of a given structure can identify its source in the r 

hierarchy of contributions. 

(4) P*(RaR) and P-R. Elastic polarizations are dominated by P-R terms. 

A unique opportunity for isolating the Pm(RQPR) term is offered by the “fp elastic 

polarizations. The P and f” exchange amplitudes seem to conserve the s-channel 
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helicity .in nN scattering. ,Hence, the Pap, Paf” and f”* f” terms do not contribute 

to the polarization. The only P-R term in the polarization is Pop which has C = -1 

and contributes only to A = P + g (x*p) - P- $ (x-p). The sum Z = P, g (x’p) + 

P- g (n-p) is therefore a P* (RBR) term, including the contributions of P*(f”afo) 

and P=(p ap). A typical measure of the relative strength of P*(R&R) and P-R 

is given by the ratio’ q =2:/A - l/3 at pL = 5.15, t = - 0.2. This gives2 77 - 0.7. 

(5) R*(RGR) and R.R. The most direct way of isolating an R(RaR) term 

is to consider pairs of nonexotic reactions which would obey a specific ratio in the 

absence of exotic exchanges, and to study the experimental deviations from the 

predicted ratio. Two well known examples’ are the ratios o(rn-F’A-)/a(rp- ?r’A’) _ 

and u(yn- K+Z-)/q(rp - K’Z’). In both cases deviations of 20%-30% from the 

ratios predicted by the absence of exotic exchanges are observed. The deviations 

are dominated by R.(RaR) terms, and we findlo 77 = R*(RaR)/R*R - 0.2 at 

11-16 BeV. This yields2 2 - 0.7. 

Another estimate of the RaR amplitude is offered by the remarkable syste- 

matic differences between m - RA and NN - NA; EN - ??A and KN - KA; 

EN - K*N and KN - K*N; EN - E*A and KN - K*A. In all of these cases the 

antiparticle reaction has a smaller cross-section than the particle reaction, pre- 

sumably because of the larger absorption in the antiparticle channel. This difference 

in absorption between EN and NN reactions, EN and KN, etc. , is due to DPE terms 

as discussed above. At pL = 2.8 C&V/c, (T Cpp - &+) = 10.63 f 0.29 mb. 11 , 
/ --- 

u @m-A +0.49 p) = 4.25 _ o 2l rnbll, Q (%N 2 RA)/o(NN - NA) N 0.4 yieldi&” 2 
. 

lJo - 0.7. At PB = 2.26 BeV/c, (T (K’p - HoA++) = 1.1 f 0.2 mb 12 . At pL = 2.24 BeV/‘c, 

o(K-P -) E”Ao) = 0.124 f 0.055 mb 13 . Hence (T (RN - EA)/a(KN - KA) = 0.33 f 0.2 

givinglO’ 2 ?~a. Similar results are obtained for K*A and K*N final states. 

It is interesting to speculate that all experimental deviations from the pre- 

dictions of exchange degeneracy for “line-reversed”. reactions 14 are dominated by 
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. R*(RCBR) terms. In that case, such deviations should decrease with energy, 

since the ratio (RQDR)/R a v-$. Present data are inconclusive in that respect. 

Another effect that could be “blamedll on the Re(RQ3R) term is a dip in an 

inelastic cross section which disappears at high energies. While such disappear- 

ance may be due to other effects (shrinking?), its similarity to the disappearing 

I tl N 0.6 dips“ m elastic scattering7 may hint that such dips are caused, again, 

by terms of a higher order in r]. A specific process with such a behavior is 
+ 

r p-cK+I:‘wherea itl N 0.4 dip disappears rapidly with energy. 15 The ‘1 dep thft 

of this dip seems to be consistent with our values of 7. 

(6) (RQDR)*(R@JR) and R-R. The relative strength of these terms is esti- 

mated by considering exotic cross-sections. These must be of the form 

(RQDR)*(RQDR). A few examples: (i) At pL= 7 GeV/c, a(pn- &?‘A-) = 1.1 f 0.2 mb, 

a(.pn ;r A-A++) = 0.09 f 0.03 mb. l6 q2= (R(X,R)*(RQDR)/R*R * 0.08; q,” 0.7. Y 

(ii) At pL = 5.7 GeV/c, (T&P- x%‘)/o@p -L E-X+) N 0.05 17 , giving JO-’ 0.5.. 

(iii) At p L= 5 GeV/c, u (K-p - pK-)/a (K+p - pK+) m 0.01 18, giving q,,” 0.25. 

We see that, in all cases, the parameter q. is somewhere between 0.25 and 0.8. 

For all practical purposes, any quantity (cross-section, polarization, etc.) can be 

approximated by the two leading non-vanishing terms in the hierarchy. If we use 

only the leading’ term we may face serious difficulties which are well bown in the 

case of neglecting R with respect to P, but are ecjually dangerous and less known 

when neglecting RBR with respect to R. (We may, however, neglect R@R with 

respect to P or R*R with respect to Pep. ) It would be very gratifying if some future 

theory of hadron dynamics will give physical meaning to our parameter q and * 

would transform our “hierarchy” into an honest expansion in this parameter. 

Until such a time we must, however, recognize the importance of this hierarchy 

in any phenomenological analysis. 
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A final remark concerning duality. The P-term is dual to s-channel back- 

ground. The R-term is dual to s-channel resonances. What about the R@R term? 

We can quote here three hints which, ~unfortunately, point in different directions 

and leave us undecided: (i) The RQOR term in o +Jpp) (discussed above) cannot 

be dual to resonances, and seems to relate to the background. (ii) Any simple 

argument based on duality diagrams would hint that DPE is not dual to s-channel 

resonances. (iii) The success of the analysis of’the Pomeron + resonance model 

19 for low-energy nN scattering indicates, however, that the t-channel I = 1 ex- 

change is a remarkably pure sum of resonances, possibly hinting that the f”mp 

and p QDp terms are dual to resonances. We cannot give a definite answer to this 

question and we suspect that the correct answer may not be very simple. 

I thank my colleagues in SLAC for helpful discussions. 

Figure 

Figure Caption 

1: .utot(pp) is plotted against l/v. Data are from reference 6. The -straight 

line is otot = 38.3 + 15/v. Deviations from the straight line for v < 4 BeV 

(not shown) actually tend to add an extra positive term, falling faster than 

V-l l For comparison we also plot the same. data against vmQ . It is clear __ 

that the v-l behavior is preferred. -.-. 
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Footnotes and References 

Throughout this paper the term “single particle exchange” refers to the 

contribution of a single non-Pomeron t-channel pole (a Reg&e p.ole or an (1 old- 

fashioned” one-particle-exchange pole) and to the contributions of a cut 

generated by an ordinary pole and the Pomeron. tr Double par title exchange” 

refers to the cut generated by the exchange of two (non-Pomeron) poles. 

This number as well as all other estimates of r] or q. in this paper should be 

considered, at best, as being reliable up to a factor of two. Cur only purpose 

in quoting these values is to give representative estimates of different terms , 

in the hierarchy of contributions to hadronic scattering amplitudes. 
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resonance. 
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